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28 November 2019

AlpGov project final event

More than 150 people attended the AlpGov final conference, which started with the welcoming speech of
the Italian Presidency and the greetings from DG
Regio and the Bavarian lead partner.

Italian Presidency, Bavarian lead partner and action group leaders discussed about the outputs
of the project and answered to the questions of the young finalists of the “Pitch Your Project” competition.
The Final event of AlpGov was an excellent opportunity to understand what this project has
achieved to bring EUSALP forward.
At the end, all partners gathered for a family picture and invited the participants to acknowledge
the wide range of results that will be taken forward in a follow-up project, which is due to start in
early 2020. More information: www.alpine-space.eu/alpgov.
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Alpine Space projects in the EUSALP plenary

Lena Andersson Pench, Director of the Directorate-General for Regional and Urban
Policy of the European Commission: “we
are at a turning point for Cohesion Policy as
the Commission is funding projects in the
territories for a greener, more attractive Europe, and closer to citizens.”

Agostina Lavagnino, head of the Ethnographic Archive of
Regione Lombardia, presented the AlpFoodway project.
Watch the interview video (in Italian) here.
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29 November 2019

Towards an inspiring Alpine Space Programme 2021-2027
The preparation of an inspiring Interreg Alpine Space Programme 2021-2027 is well
on track. The future programme will tackle
the main future challenges and lead the
transition to a carbon neutral and climate
resilient Alpine Region.
This workshop was the first occasion for our
stakeholders to have their say and shape a
programme which answers the Alpine
needs.
More open consultation events are planned
in the Alpine countries in spring 2020.
Stay tuned!
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The participants discussed the
draft programme strategy together
and brought in their ideas for the
Programme 2021-2027.

Visit our Interreg Alpine Space programme 2021+ page and find:


The presentation from the experts supporting us in the programming process;



The results of this workshop;



The dates and places of the national stakeholder consutation events.
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Aim high! - Interreg Alpine Space meets EUSALP

Synergy session
Alpine Space call 4 project managers, EUSALP action group leaders, ARPAF project managers
and Alpine Space programme members met in an informal atmosphere to exchange on project
and EUSALP activities, make personal contacts and have a first discussion on potentials for coordinated activities in the future.
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IMEAS final event

During the workshop, project partners and experts shared their experience from the project activities and discussed the key findings and potential applications to other contexts.

IMEAS delivered three main outputs:


A white paper describing the stakeholders network model;



A web platform where content tools and guidelines;



Integrated maps for the development of an efficient model for low-carbon energy production
in IMEAS.

More information: www.alpine-space.eu/imeas.
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Interreg Alpine Space Stand

This year, we could introduce the
latest version of our brochure:
Alpine cooperation stories
featuring all 64 projects cofinanced by the programme.
Web version here.
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Thank you!

And see you next year!

Author: Alpine Space programme
More information at www.alpine-space.eu
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